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Titan Tool Supply Introduces Industrial Videoscope Series  
 

June 23, 2022, Buffalo, New York, USA – Titan Tool Supply Inc. (www.titantoolsupply.com), a worldwide 
supplier of industrial-grade optical instrumentation and precision micro finishing tools, today announced the 
global market introduction of its TVM Series, a family of accurate, cost-effective, handheld 
industrial videoscopes. 
 
Offered in four standard models, TVM Series industrial 
videoscopes provide high-quality, speedy remote visual inspection 
and diagnostic capabilities across a diverse array of applications. 
All TVM Series models feature a 4.3-inch monitor and user-friendly 
button technology. Individual models are further offered with a 
choice of either a 4.5 mm or 6.2 mm diameter cable, and either a 
1.5 m or 3 m working cable length. All TVM Series cabling further 
includes a Tungsten braided sleeving for added durability and 
reliability within dirty or harsh industrial applications.  

  
The mechanical joystick that is incorporated into each Model TVM 
Series unit is expressly designed for ease of operator control. It 
offers full-360° four-way articulation, as well as operator-applied 
and guided input capabilities, for smooth, accurate, and direct 
control of both the camera and articulating camera tip during 
remote visual inspections. The camera can also accurately hold 
its designated position after joystick pressure is released. Design of the articulating camera tip incorporates a 
series of high-intensity LEDs with five-step intensity control. The LEDs allow the joystick to guide the 
videoscope more accurately and easily through narrow bores, channels, curves, and other complex 
geometries, and including in areas where diminished lighting conditions may otherwise be of concern.  
  
Typical applications for the TVM Series include aviation MRO, automotive service inspections, casting 
inspections, cavity inspections, diesel and gasoline engine repair, locomotive maintenance, ship maintenance, 
industrial machinery and equipment monitoring, manufacturing quality control, or virtually any other industrial 
application requiring accurate, cost-effective remote visual inspection.  
  
Since 1952, Titan Tool Supply has supported more than 5,700 customers in over 50 countries with its industrial-
grade optical instrumentation offerings, including within the automotive, aerospace, commercial aviation, casting 
and parts manufacturing, gas and diesel engine, in-laboratory R&D, manufacturing quality assurance, oil and 
gas pipeline, shipping container, power generation, and industrial machinery and equipment industries. Some of 
the company’s most popular standard product lines include rigid and flexible industrial borescopes; industrial 
videoscopes; tool scopes; alignment telescopes; and centering, toolmaker, stereo, and monocular zoom 
microscopes. Approximately 85% of the company’s standard product portfolio is also fully video adaptable. In 
addition, Titan Tool Supply offers a series of its own high-precision video lens systems, specially designed for 
enhanced resolution and visualization capabilities.   

  
For more information about Titan Tool Supply or its available product line offerings, please contact the company 
at 716-873-9907, via email at info@titantoolsupply.com, or visit www.titantoolsupply.com.   
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